INSTITUTE OF MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY
SECTOR 39-A, CHANDIGARH 160 036

Recruitment of Scientists

Institute of Microbial Technology, a constituent Institute of Council of Scientific and Industrial Research invites applications for scientific positions as mentioned below:

1. Scientist Group-IV(5) One post Pay scale Rs 16400–450–20000
2. Scientist Group-IV(3)/IV(4) Three posts Pay scale Rs 12000–375–16500/ Rs 14300–400–18300
Scientist Group-IV(2) Four posts Pay scale Rs 10000–325–15200

The last date for submission of application on plain paper is 20 July 2001. For details, please see Employment News dated 9 June 2001 or visit our website at http://www.imtech.ernet.in

AIBA

AIBA AWARDS FOR 2000–2001

All India Biotech Association (AIBA), New Delhi instituted during 1997–1998 two annual awards – one for an individual scientist and the other for an industrial unit. The awards under both the categories for the years 1997–1998, 1998–1999 and 1999–2000 were given in November 1998, November 1999 and December 2000 respectively.

For industrial units the AIBA awards are considered for technology innovation including launching of a new product as a result of indigenous Research and Development. It can also be granted for export performance or concept promotion. For individual scientist, the award is given for developing a new product through R&D work, which can be commercially exploited or which has already been commercialized. This can also be considered for the best published paper in a particular year. Up to three Awards for Individual Scientists in the field of agriculture, industrial products and healthcare are generally considered. The selections for grant of AIBA awards are made by a Selection Committee comprising eminent Scientists/Experts in the field of Biotechnology.

Entries for grant of AIBA awards for 2000–2001 under the two categories may be sent to Mr U. N. Malik, Secretary, All India Biotech Association, ‘VIPPS Centre’ 2, Local Shopping Centre, Block EFGH, Masjid Moth, Greater Kailash-II, New Delhi 110 048.

Individual scientists and industrial units shall be considered for grant of AIBA awards only if they enrol as AIBA members. Membership application form shall also be sent along with the prescribed entry forms.